
Select Schema Oracle
Hi, I have an acctA which needs to 'select' on acctB's tables,views,stored procedures, all things
own by acctB. AcctB owns over 100000 tables,views. Ask your DBA to do the following: 1)
Make sure the DBA grants the account, which you are using in connection string, SELECT
access to the oracle.

User often are asking for a single statement to Grant
privileges in a single step. there are multiple workarounds
for not have a GRANT SELECT on all table.
Dell Toad for Oracle Technical Documentation describes how to install and In general, you select
a schema and an object type, and the list refreshes. I have a scenario like below : We have 3
schemas A,B,C Schema A is a super user We have to give access to schema B and C for
readonly(select) access. Right-click on the diagram and select the Import DB schema from
ODBC context menu By default, when importing database objects from Oracle, Enterprise.
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I assume that SCHEMA.APPVERSDATA would be the output of the
first query so the best thing to do might be execute some PL/SQL as a
store. In my Oracle database, I have a number of schemas
(users/owners) with for another query - to find all tables (of a given
name) across all schemas, where.

We have an oracle database at work and under Tableau 8.3, I am able to
routinely name in the text box and click the search icon, and then select
the schema. Select Import From Existing Oracle Schema. In the Add
Existing Schema dialog box, clear Show Only Enterprise Industry Model
Schemas. Select the schema. Have an Oracle Installation on (for
example) 10.30.1.108 (Schema A) Schema A, select one table with the
fields I need to compare to Schema B,.

Connect to your DB using needed username
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(Oracle schema) and run: select * from
USER_ROLE_PRIVS, select * from
USER_TAB_PRIVS, select *.
If i issue the SELECT direct on my schema i get along with some other
included in the INFORMATION_SCHEMA of schemacrawler-
oracle.config.properties). When you create a new project, Schema
Compare for Oracle requires If you want Schema Compare for Oracle to
remember your password, select the Save. In 9.1.X DBVisualizer
versions (just tested on 9.1.13), the following query (which is used, per
the debug log, for loading schema names in the Connections left.
Obviously you cannot circumvent Oracle Database Security. sqlplus_
select username, password from dba_users where
username='ORCL_DBA'. Hi to all, i'd like to make a query to Oracle DB
setting the schema in the query: how can i do it? If i try: ALTER
SESSION SET CURRENT_SCHEMA='my_schema'. Posted by
Ramakanta on November 28, 2014 at 11:36 am Database, Oracle Create
public synonyms for all tables in target schema using below query. This.

5 Can one rename a database user (schema)? 6 Can col "Database Size"
format a20 col "Free space" format a20 select round(sum(used.bytes) /
1024 / 1024 ).

Creating your own schema : Oracle 11g XE 4. one could practice all
select statements on this data and joins between table stdcode and
pincodes with where.

Since Oracle 12c it can be combined with interval partitioning on the
master table, as we Typically, a star schema query joins the fact table
with one or more.

You can customize how the Schema Browser displays to better suit the



way you work. The most common customization is to change how object
types display.

The Oracle HR Schema contains Human Resources data for a fictional
company. The tables and data hr/hr@xe. Select all records from the
Departments table. How To Install Sample Schema/users in Oracle
Database 12c In the Next step you have to select the operation which
you want to perform on your pluggable. The Oracle database can have
numerous schemas and each schema in the database can query other
schemas in the same database. Also schemas can. Determining the
Oracle Application Express Engine Schema SELECT DISTINCT
TABLE_OWNER FROM all_synonyms WHERE SYNONYM_NAME.

You can find all users currently logged into Oracle by running a query
from a command prompt. SCHEMANAME, User name for schema.
OSUSER, Operation. Let's play with 'create schema synonym'
undocumented feature. SQL_ select ksppinm, ksppstvl from x$ksppi a,
x$ksppsv b where.indx=b.indx and ksppinm. Use the following script to
drop all objects in a specific schema in an Oracle FK first, then unique,
then PK cursor cursor_constraints is select table_name.
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Export the tables from different schemas in Oracle 10g database on a Linux server. logfile=a1-
a2_tables schemas=A1,A2 INCLUDE=TABLE:”IN (SELECT.
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